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Welcome to Chia Charge Spring Win 2022. Whether or
not your Winter training went to plan, now is the time to
get out, renew your love of the outdoors and look after
yourself in every way. 
We have some great & different contributions in this
booklet from a Trail Treasure Hunt, Yoga, to Runners
Poetry. 
We hope you find something useful and maybe share
with your friends?
Have a great Spring and the rest of 2022

all the best 
Lisa & Tim 
@ chia charge

https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/


YOU KNOW YOU’RE A RUNNER WHEN…

When ‘you’re crazy’ becomes a compliment 
And ‘foam roll’ becomes a verb… 
You’ll leave your phone at home 
To ensure you’re not disturbed… 

Undisturbed by a phone you run
Run to think, or not think at all – 
The dream is to feel a euphoric high – 
The nightmare: to hit the wall.

You know you’re a runner when 
At least one of your toenails is black
Pressing against various shoes for 
Cross-country or tarmac or track.

When you hear the phrase ‘5 mile run’
That actually sounds quite cathartic – 
You get giddy when you think of speed work & 
You don’t laugh when someone says ‘fartlek.’ 



You know you’re a runner when 
PR doesn’t mean Public Relations – 
But a Personal Record, a Personal Best – 
The result of strength and determination.

The phrase ‘it’s all downhill from here’
Sounds like music to your ears
But the thought of a week off running 
Will fill you with dread and fear.

You secretly practice your ‘arms up’ pose – 
Crossing the finish line…
You’ll run round in circles in front of your house
Because you can’t end on 4.89.

Olivia Mulligan, Author of 'Poems On The Gate Post'
Facebook: Olivia Mulligan Poetry

Instagram: Liv_Mulligan_Poet 

https://www.facebook.com/oliviamulliganpoetry/
https://www.instagram.com/liv_mulligan_poet/
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Buds and tree blossom. It all starts appearing
at this time of year and is a wonderful reminder
that there is life all around us.
Daffodils. This bright little flower is one of the
first to appear and always makes me smile!
Bluebells. Running through woodland, you will
often see loads of these pretty little fairy flowers.
Wild garlic. You will smell it before you see it:
take your pack with you so you can bag some to
make into pesto!
Lambs. Always fun to watch, this is often the
animal we associate with Spring. Seeing them
bounce around puts a ‘spring’ in your step! 
Swallows. You know that when you start to spot
these aerial acrobats zooming around the sky,
then summer is not far off.

A Spring time trail treasure hunt 

by Kim Cavill 

Take your headphones off, leave your phone at
home and see if you can lose yourself in your trail
run this Spring. How many of these signs of the new
season can you spot?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



7. Woodpeckers. These are hard to spot, so      
 why not try listening for them instead? They make
quite the noise for such a small bird!
8. Wrens. Speaking of small birds, you don’t get
much tinier. They are a real treat to see as they flit
between low branches.
9. Meteor showers. Why not plan a night run to see
if you can spot some shooting stars? Put the 22-23rd
April and 6th and 7th May in your diary and look to
the sky.
10. Other runners’ tracks. It’s always fun to see if you
can work out what brand those that have gone before
you were wearing! 

Kim Cavill
Coach and Athlete
Always smiling,
Kim coaches
runners and does
a fair few races
and adventures
herself, you can
learn more over
here on the Cavill
Coaching site

https://www.cavillcoaching.com/




Rice Cakes by Feed Zone Portables. These are

delicious with endless variations

Peanut Butter & Banana Sandwiches (or cashew,

almond butter, take your pick)

Date Bars (Training Food by Renee McGregor)

Pecan Bars (Thrive Energy Cookbook)

Chia & Watermelon Popsicle (The Chia Seed

Cookbook)

Kalamata Hummus Trail Wrap (Eat & Run, Scott

Jurek)

6 Recipes on the Run
 

Well, its probably best not to try making these while
you are actually running, but these are some of our
favourite ideas to make before a run (assuming you
forgot to order your chia charge bars!)

 





COUCH TO 5K
 

My eyes workout to television
My spine sinks to slouch

Here I’m doing what I do best – 
Sitting on the couch. 

 
I understand the Pillow Politics 

I understand the Law Of The Settee 
I understand ‘The Chair Life’ and 
‘The Chair Life’ understands me.

 
My friends, they don’t understand me – 

One of them had the nerve to say:
“Why don’t you get off the sofa?

And try the Couch to 5K?”
 

Well, the bum-cheek cheek of it!
To give up my sofa routine… 

(I assume that’s what they’re suggesting)
Though I don’t quite know what they mean… 

 
Do they think I’m strapped for cash? 

That I need some money in my hands? 
I really don’t want to sell my sofa

And it’s definitely not worth 5 grand…



 
 

But by 5K, they meant ‘distance’
And by ‘distance’ they meant ‘jogging’

Apparently I sit down too much 
And my lungs – they need unclogging. 

 
I clarified I could keep the couch

Then I hopped on the fitness bus 
The guidelines suggested ‘comfy trainers’ 

But I didn’t really see the fuss… 
 

Lesson one: Don’t mess with the guidelines.
My Crocs did not suffice. 

My settee cradled my blistered feet, 
Shins caressed with packs of ice.

 
I learned many lessons the hard way.

I learned some men need sports bras too. 
I learned jogging speeds up your digestion.
I learned the hedge will become your loo. 

 
I like to head nod to the other joggers. 

I like to sprint the last 50 metres. 
I like running when it stops.

Because my sofa feels even sweeter.

 

Olivia Mulligan, Author of 'Poems On The Gate Post'
Facebook: Olivia Mulligan Poetry

Instagram: Liv_Mulligan_Poet 
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Runners of all levels can benefit from adding yoga to
their regular cross-training routines.

Hold each pose for 5 deep long breaths. Repeat 2-4
times a week for maximum benefit! 

Cat Cow pose – From neutral
inhale drop the belly and look
towards the skirting board, as you
exhale round out the spine and
push the shoulders up to the
ceiling.

Downward dog – From all fours lift
your hips and straighten  your legs.

Press upper body towards thighs,
relax your neck and look 

through your legs to the wall behind.

Plank pose – from downward dog
lower the hips and bring shoulders
over your hands, engage your core
and squeeze your lower body.

10 Yoga Poses 



Upwards facing dog – From plank
drop the hips and roll your shoulders

back letting the hips come towards the
floor, holding your weight with your

arms. Come to the tops of your feet or
lower your knees. .

Crescent Lunge – step the foot forward
into a lunge. Lift the back knee or drop it

the floor. Reach up with the arms and
sink forward on the front knee – keeping

the knee inline with the toe.

Half moon – step the weight onto
your front leg, lift the back leg
behind you. Try and keep arms
inline with your ears and reach
forward. Keep the hips level.

Standing side bend – stand up
straight with all lower body muscles
squeezed tight. Inhale reach arms
overhead as far as you can reach then
bend over to the side, keeping bum
squeezed and hips even. 



Dancers pose – From standing
bring weight onto one side, and take

hold of foot with the same hand,
push the foot into your hand and lift,
use the wall for balance if needed..

Forward fold – soften the knees and
allow your body to sink towards your
thighs, relax your neck looking
through your legs to the wall behind.

Lou has been practicing Yoga for 19 years, and runs
online virtual classes 3 times a week. Her classes focus
on the physical benefits of yoga to improve mobility,
strength and endurance. They are easy to follow and
can be done wherever and whenever suits you.

Find out more here: www.evoloution-fitness.co.uk/yoga

Seated fold – Come to a cross legged
position, let  the knees drop out to the side

relaxing your hips. Relax the shoulders back
and down and let the head drop forward, fold

as far forward as is comfortable. 

http://www.evoloution-fitness.co.uk/yoga




 

10 WORDS THAT RHYME WITH RUN

 

Training done
Hair in bun

Start line gun 
Race begun 
Pain is fun? 

‘G’WARN SON!’
‘G’WARN HUN!’

Feel the sun (or rain)
And I’m done

Didn’t win. Feel I’ve won
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12 Trail & Ultra Blogs 
Edwina Sutton, John Kynaston and Eilish McColgan have

helped us with our blogs, here is a handy selection, hope

you find them useful
 

Staying positive on a long race where you are on the go for
10, 20, 30 or more hours is important but often difficult. 

Fuelling Your Long Run 

Planning Your Training  very simply focus on where you want
to be and work backwards from there. 

Recovery Runs ‘The majority of runners run their easy runs
too hard and their hard runs too easy.’

Running in the Heat

5 Reasons to Love the Long Run this Summer

Mental Health - We ALL have mental health

When is it right to DNF?

Mid Plan Wobble

How to Finish Well in an Ultra

What is your Motivation to Run? It is important to be kind to
ourselves.

Your Post Run Routine

https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/staying-positive
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/fuelling-a-long-run
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/fuelling-a-long-run
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/planning-your-training
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/planning-your-training
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/recovery-runs
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/how-to-run-in-the-heat
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/5-reasons-to-love-the-long-run-this-summer
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/mental-health-and-running
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/when-is-it-right-to-did-not-finish-dnf
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/the-mid-plan-wobble
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/how-to-finish-well-in-an-ultra
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/what-is-your-motivation-to-run
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/blogs/news/your-new-post-run-routine


THE START LINE TEASE
 

 

 Here we are: it’s the start line tease 
The start line fidgets and the nervous wees

Placebo effects of those compression sleeves 
The burning quads and the dodgy knees 

Preparing to struggle, to sweat, to wheeze 
Total discomfort and total unease 

Overheating to one hundred degrees – 
You freeze.

What the hell am I doing? 
Running with toenails that are blackening and blueing 

Bubbling self-doubt and negativity is brewing 
Not fit enough, not fast enough thoughts are stewing, 

Chewing, chomping through your mind. 
Stop.

Enough. 
Rewind.

Leave those thoughts behind.



 

Let’s start again for the start line tease 
The start line fidgets, the excited wees

Wearing your trusty compression sleeves 
There’s fire in your quads, there’s life in your knees

Knowing you’ll struggle, struggle through the breeze 
Embrace that discomfort, that total unease 

Embrace your body trying to please 
Embrace the race and the guarantee:

The certainty that you will finish. 
Your heart will dance with celebration

You will droop and flood with total elation
Knowing

Knowing you gave it your all. 
 

Olivia Mulligan, Author of 'Poems On The Gate Post'
Facebook: Olivia Mulligan Poetry

Instagram: Liv_Mulligan_Poet
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Watch 10 Running Vids 

Lisa Clarke (chia charge co-founder) recommends these
from Lockdown No. 3 or is it 4? 
Click the title to play the video.

47 Copa (47 Summits)
Huw Jack Brassington; follow the adventurer and mountain
runner as he tries to complete the Paddy Buckley Round,
100 kilometres and climbing 8,000 meters over 47 of
Snowdonia's biggest mountains – all within 24 hours.

The Unknown  / The Hardrock 100
 This follows Timothy Olsen in his attempt to finish The
Hardrock 100, an ultra-endurance 100 mile race starting
and finishing in Silverton, Colorado. A winding loop through
the San Juan Mountain Range in the Rocky Mountains
crossing thirteen major passes above 12,000 ft leaving
runners humbled by the intense terrain. A great
documentary showing the struggle of just how hard the
sport truly is but an inspiration to watch and to be given this
type of inside look into an ultra-athletes life.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p07vmljl/47-copa-her-huw-jack-brassington-47-copa-her-huw-brassington-her-47-copa-paddy-buckley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7iwV1vr5_8&t=104s


Watch 10 Running Vids   
 

The 100 Mile King
A candid look at showing everything the The Western
States 100 Mile Endurance Run throws at participants. It
is the story of Nick Bassett, the oldest finisher in the
race’s history with a 29 hour time for the entire 100 miles.  
It is truly inspiring to see Nick finish & to check out
everything that is involved in order to complete such &
intense yet prestigious race.

15 Hours With Amelia Boone
At 10 minutes long this documentary is a shorty but don't
be fooled! It follows Amelia Boone, one of the best ultra
runners and obstacle course athletes in the world. For
runners who are side-lined with an injury or are going
through other hardships, this piece will remind you that
even the worst challenges, heartbreaks & frustrations
can be overcome, & you’ll be stronger because of them.

The 41st Day
When Ryan Hall announced his retirement from
professional competition at age 33 in 2016, many in the
running community were surprised. This documentary
follows his journey from teenage prodigy to record-setting
marathoner, and more.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gj6ytiwVY7Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wz_2M2jzCUg&feature=emb_logo
https://www.runnersworld.com/runners-stories/a20652405/amelia-boone-is-stronger-than-ever/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wE4L4IlOFo&feature=emb_logo
https://www.runnersworld.com/news/a20859932/ryan-hall-americas-fastest-marathoner-retires-at-33/


Watch 10 Running Vids 
 

Run for your life
Fred Lebow’s life and work are brought to the screen in this
film, which describes how he  took the New York Road
Runners Club from a small Bronx running group  to 
 overseeing the New York Marathon, the biggest marathon
in the world. 

Where Dreams Go To Die - Garry Robbins and The Barkley
Marathon
Another catchy & enticing title to whet your whistle! This film
follows Canadian ultra runner Gary Robbins for over two
years as he attempts to finish The Barkley Marathons twice
& why. It is a harrowing ultra-marathon held in Frozen Head
State Park near Wartburg Tennessee every year
comprising of 5 loops on a roughly 20 mile trail which
changes annually. The actual distance of the race is
debated with regard to elevation change as well as the
requirement being to find books along the trail & take the
page of a different bib number given to the participant after
each completed loop with a 60 hour cut off! Only 15 people
have ever completed the race, & Gary Robbins quest to
become on of them is both beautiful & heart breaking.
Definitely a film to see.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMK7e7uP-TY
https://www.runnersworld.com/content/fred-lebow/
https://www.amazon.com/Run-Your-Life-Neil-Amdur/dp/B001NVNAKM/?ots=1&linkCode=ogi&tag=runnersworld-auto-20&ascsubtag=[artid%7C2142.a.20856267[src%7C[ch%7C[lt%7C
https://www.runnersworld.com/content/new-york-road-runners/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDZdsqbcGTU


Watch 10 Running Vids 

Run Forever: The film of Nicky Spinks & The Double Bob
Graham 
The award-winning film about inspirational runner Nicky
Spinks and her incredible attempt at the 132-mile Double
Bob Graham Round.

2018 Badwater 135
Documentary following the World’s toughest foot race.Run
in July it covers 135 miles (217km) non-stop over the most
epic terrain imaginable, starting at Badwater Basin and
finishing at the end of the road on Mt. Whitney, it is the most
demanding and extreme running race offered anywhere on
the planet.

Western Time
This film follows Nike athlete Sally McRae in her first
attempt to qualify for & then run the Western States 100
Mile Endurance Run which goes from Squaw Valley,
California to Auburn, California. This shows the real side to
running ultra-marathons with amazing single camera
cinematography.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ABR30IHlq4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ABR30IHlq4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGT3Rw7sl4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHoXgYPvj6o&feature=emb_logo




THE RUNNERS’ PRAYER
 
 

Our Mountain Race, on those untouched trails,
Honoured by thy hills;

Thy runners come;
Thy training is done

On dirt as it is off road.
Give us this day our daily strength.

And forgive us our weaknesses,
As we forgive legs that tend to mock us.

And lead us not into temptation
- the temptation of giving in.

For this is our race,
Our power, our glory,
For ever and always.

Amen

Olivia Mulligan, Author of 'Poems On The Gate Post'
Facebook: Olivia Mulligan Poetry

Instagram: Liv_Mulligan_Poet 
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We can't thank people enough for their help, so here we go. Any
errors are all mine.

As ever these things aren't the work of one person, so in no particular
order, I'd like to thank

Lou Boyle of Evoloution Fitness, 
Lou has been practicing Yoga for 19 years, 
and runs online virtual classes 3 times a week. 
Her classes focus on the physical benefits of 
yoga to improve mobility, strength & endurance. 
They are easy to follow and can be done 
wherever and whenever suits you.
Find out more here: www.evoloution-fitness.co.uk/yoga

Kim Cavill  Coach and Athlete
Always smiling, Kim coaches runners 
and does a fair few races and adventures 
herself, you can learn more over here 
on the Cavill Coaching site.    
https://www.cavillcoaching.com/

John Kynaston Husband, Father, Grandfather, 
Ultrarunner, Podcaster and Youtuber.
John sadly passed away in January 2021. 
His positivity and goodness was something 
you could never fail to notice, we will miss him 
and remember him fondly.
His original blog is still available at 
https://johnkynaston.com/

Thank You

http://www.evoloution-fitness.co.uk/yoga
https://www.cavillcoaching.com/
https://johnkynaston.com/


Olivia Mulligan, a 26 year old Yorkshire lass, describes herself
as a poet, a runner and a big fan of wonky vegetables.
She is currently BBC Radio York’s Poet Laureate, so if you fancy
tuning in you can, every Saturday at 1.15pm. 

You can keep up to date with her poetry antics
 on Facebook: Olivia Mulligan Poetry
Instagram: liv_mulligan_poet
You can buy her book
 ‘Poems On The Gate Post’ in ebook / 
paperback or hardcover here: 

Angela Chick creates designs that  make people 
smile, she creates playful, bright and bold designs.
When not working hard she likes to go running, 
swimming, camping and anything that gets her 
outdoors and active.

https://angelachick.com/

Lisa Clarke is co founder of Chia Charge a Yorkshire 
brand & supporter of 1% For The Planet and 
supplier of delicious chia seed based snacks, 
flapjacks and protein bars to lots of crazy outdoor 
folk. Lisa is always on her own trail journey to 
somewhere, if you see her say hi. 
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/

https://www.facebook.com/oliviamulliganpoetry/
https://www.instagram.com/liv_mulligan_poet/
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Want to know a bit more about CHIA CHARGE?

Take a look at our website 

or try our sample pack below

https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/collections/sample-packs
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/
https://www.chiacharge.co.uk/collections/sample-packs



